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The llnearizaUon and simplification of a nonlinear, literal model for flexible aircraft
is h [ghllghted. Areas of model fidelity that are critical if the model is to be used for
control system synthesis are developed and several simplification techniques that can
deliver the necessary model fidelity are discussed. These techniques include both
numerical and analytical approaches. An analytical approach, based on first-order
sensitivity theory is shown to lead not only to excellent numerical results, but also to
closed-form analytical expressions for key system dynamic properties such as the
pole/zero factors of the vehicle transfer-function matrix. The analytical results are
expressed in terms of vehicle mass properties, vibrational characteristics, and rigid-
body and aeroelastic stability derivatives, thus leading to the underlying causes for
critical dynamic characteristics.




















































ckr k << m ; k = 1, • • •, n
Bjkrk<<brj ; k=l, ..-,n
Ck(rilbrj)k << m ; k= 1, --', n
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/_ $do f El(S),= dot[AllBj]/det[A]
uj(s)
Y = M N(s) + MrNr(S)
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Table 14. Lower--Order Transfer Function Forms
K_:S[S2+ sp(2_O)aS:S+ sp(O)a,]Is +
G_'(s)= D(s)
G_(s) =
K_'s[s + 1 S. 1 82 1sp(-_")q,][S "1" fll(T)qp][s -I- fl2(T)qp ]
D(s)
28, 2 2&
K_s[s2+ sp(2_0_l_s+ sp(C0)_,l[s+ n(2_col_s+ n(O_),,l
G_(s) = D(s)
G_(s) =
1 & 2 fi(2_)_ s + fl(0_2)_]K_S[S+ ,p(¥)q,l[S +
D(s)
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